Alan (RNIB) demonstrates Information Technology

British Computer Society Group helps disabled people get more from life with the aid of RNIB provides introductory training to IT Can Help Volunteers

Board, of whom will be represented on the Project Management Online, the British Computer Society and IT Can Help, all involvement in the project. Volunteers will be invited to provide feedback on their others some form of affiliation that allows access to the recruiting suitable candidates, and secondly by granting community volunteers can be formalised, firstly, by line of support. While difficult to predict, there may be expected that the community volunteers will be the first community are being recruited; when established, it is expected that the community volunteers will be the first line of support after Help volunteers will be the next line of support after Development Officer and it is anticipated that IT Can increase in requests.

our services will be promoted by our partners and the trickle through to disabled people in an ad hoc manner, assistance to disabled people, carers, parents, leaders of potential of ICT to make their lives better. It is funded to develop the skills and knowledge they need to utilise the...nireland@itcanhelp.org.uk

To request assistance from the IT Can Help call the AbilityNet helpline freephone (and Minicom) on: 0800

individual may more readily interact with a include diminished social interaction skills, the characteristics of the learning difficulty benefits that were mentioned was, in cases where interaction training, cause and effect, numeracy, extensive and can be classified as follows, social adaptations, emphasising the necessity for skill impression, a bewildering array of software and partners of Switched on Communities. The course presented a course on Supporting Individuals with a Learning Difficulty...Malcolm, "The course showed how computers can be adapted to help people with visual impairment. Avril, "It was an interesting training session. knowledge/understanding so that I can support blind clients". Maria, "I found it enjoyable, beneficial, as it provided me with voices that can be modified to individual preferences. the software speaks text aloud in a variety of natural software that makes printed or electronic text accessible to software tools for ourselves was very useful". Malcolm, "The course showed how computers can be adapted to..."...because, it was also introduced to Zoomtext, a screen magnifier and screen reader for those with visual impairments like macular degeneration and glaucoma) Zoomtext is a screen magnifier and screen reader for those with visual impairments like macular degeneration and...that makes computers easier to see, hear, and use. There was also an opportunity to work with Zoomtext (Designed Can Help came from visually impaired people, who have much interesting concept.

brought into solid reality, and the importance of appropriate familiarity. The challenges faced by the visually impaired were familiarised

In May 2009, Ms Vihing Lee of AbilityNet...Maria Young talks about her role

I have always been inspired by writer, John...Maria Young’s story

...in IT Can Help

The Royal National Institute for Deaf People.

bodies, particularly the Cedar Foundation and...accept the role of County Coordinator for County...My name is Maria Young and I joined IT Can Help...My work with ITCH has helped me to develop my...opportunities and challenges, my experience has...Maria Young’s story...